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Cover image:  EM710 bathymetry and water column imagery of the SS Andrea Doria.  The Andrea Doria 
was sunk in 1956 after being struck by MS Stockholm. 
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Executive Summary 
The multibeam systems and attendant sensors on R/V Sikuliaq were successfully evaluated.  The 
installation and integration of the systems is compliant with current best-practices and there are no 
major deficiencies that should hinder anticipated missions.  Installation parameters and configurations 
of the systems have been verified and all patch-tests have been completed and loaded to the systems.  
As configured at the end of the SAT cruise and as detailed in this report, the systems are ready for 
generalized mapping activities including bathymetry, seafloor backscatter, and water-column work.     
Significant Findings: 
1. The ice-breaking bow and hull design results in significant amounts of bubble sweep down over 
the transducers in anything but calm conditions.  This is not unexpected and is likely an 
inevitable consequence of modern ice-capable ship design.  
2. The accuracy and range performance of the EM302 and EM710 fall within the manufacturer 
tolerances in all water depths.  However: 
a. The EM302 showed bottom punch through on sector boundaries edges at the deep 
water accuracy site.   Noise and bubble sweep down were not apparent in the data, and 
instead could suggest a potential power issue when operating at that depth.  Deep 
water bathymetric data, potentially collected around Puerto Rico in 2014, should be 
evaluated to see if the system does have trouble correctly tracking the bottom in deep 
water. 
b. The EM710 show borderline accuracy and a worrisome motion related artifacts in 
shallow water.   
Both of these issues merit further investigation.  
3. With regard to interference with the multibeam systems, the ship is generally very quiet.  Due to 
operation limitations, the highest speeds were not investigated.  We expect the noise 
performance of the ship to be more comprehensively analyzed by the Acoustic Noise Team.  
Introduction 
Between August 9 and August 18, 2014 the University of New Hampshire (UNH/CCOM) participated in 
the sea acceptance trials (SAT) for a Kongsberg Maritime (KM) EM302 30 kHz multibeam echosounder 
(MBES) and an EM710 70-100 kHz MBES installed on the R/V Sikuliaq.  Science systems support 
personnel from the University of Alaska Fairbanks and Field Engineers from Kongsberg Maritime also 
participated in the activities of the SAT. Although Kongsberg Maritime’s involvement with the MBES 
systems on the Sikuliaq began during the shipyard installation of the systems, it is the intent of this 
report to only cover the shipboard activities conducted during the formal SAT. 
As the Sikuliaq starting port was at Woods Hole, the area selected to conduct the SAT was located 
almost due south at the continental shelf break (see Figure 1.).  All SAT activities were planned to utilize 
this site in order to minimize long transits to and from other potential SAT locations. 
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Figure 1: R/V Sikuliaq's Shipboard Acceptance Test sites.  Red line shows planned surveys. 
Cruise Participants 
UNH/CCOM 
Paul Johnson, Principal Investigator 
Ashton Flinders, Field Hydrographer 
 
NOAA – Office of Coast Survey 
Sam Greenaway, NOAA 
 
KM 
Chuck Hohing, Field Engineer 
Gregg Juergens, Field Engineer  
University of Alaska 
Steven Hartz, Science Systems Manager 
Steven Roberts, Science Systems Engineer 
Bern McKiernan, Science Instrumentation Engineer 
Ethan Roth, Science Systems Technician 
 
University of Hawaii 
Jules Hummon, Oceanographic Researcher 
 
Activities 
Cruise activities are listed below along with the sub teams in charge of planning, execution and analysis 
of data from each set of activities. 
 Vessel survey review: UNH/CCOM 
 Sippican testing, SVP Editor installation and configuration: UNH/CCOM, Alaska 
 Kongsberg EM302/710 geometric calibration (patch test): UNH/CCOM, KM 
 Kongsberg EM302/710 radiometric relative calibration: UNH/CCOM 
 Kongsberg EM302/710 accuracy/repeatability analysis: UNH/CCOM 
 Kongsberg EM302/710 swath coverage performance analysis: UNH/CCOM 
 Ship self-noise evaluations: UNH/CCOM, KM 
 Kongsberg EM302/710 water column imagery assessment: UNH/CCOM 
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System Overview and Ancillary Instrumentation 
The mapping system consists of the following primary components: 
1. Kongsberg Maritime EM302 0.5x1 multibeam echosounder (30 kHz) 
2. Kongsberg Maritime EM710 0.5x1 multibeam echosounder (70 – 100 kHz) 
3. Kongsberg Ksync synchronization unit 
4. Kongsberg Seatex AS SeaPath 320+ vessel navigation system (MRU) 
5. CNAV 3050 DGNSS Receiver (made available after the patch test) 
6. AML Oceanographic Micro SV&P sound velocimeter  
7. Seabird 911plus Conductivity Temperature Depth (CTD) profiler 
8. Sippican MK21 system with T7 Expendable Bathythermograph (XBT) temperature profilers 
 
The EM302 is a 30 kHz MBES capable of full ocean depth mapping though it is most optimally used in 
depths from 1,500 to 3,000 m.  The EM302 system is available in a number of transmit/receiver 
configurations; with the system aboard the R/V Sikuliaq providing 0.5°x1° angular resolution.  Though 
the system is nominally at 30 kHz, the full frequency range is 26.5-33.6 kHz.  
The EM710 frequency range spans 73-97 kHz; with the system aboard the R/V Sikuliaq capable of 
0.5°x1.0° transmit and receiver angular resolution, respectively.  The EM710 system is well suited for 
continental shelf mapping with maximum coverage being achieved at depths typically between 500-
1,000 m.  Maximum depth performance is typically less then 2,000 m. 
Both systems allow for seafloor mapping over a swath up 150°, giving a roll stabilized coverage up to 5.5 
multiples of water depth (w.d.).  The systems are capable of multiple sector transmission, allowing for 
pitch/yaw motion stabilization as well as multi-ping capabilities.  The latter functionality doubles the 
along-track sounding density and permits surveying at higher speeds without loss of data density.  Both 
systems use the manufacturer’s acquisition software to configure, monitor and acquire the data, namely 
Seafloor Information System (SIS), v.4.1.3. 
Vessel Geometry 
On-site ship surveys of the R/V Sikuliaq were performed by the IMTEC Group, Ltd., from October 2011 
through June 2013.  Location and orientation of the MBES (Kongsberg EM302 and EM710) arrays and 
MRU (SeaPath 320+) were measured along with offsets of the GPS antenna pair and other sensors.  
Several benchmark positions permanently fixed to the vessel were included in the survey report to assist 
future surveyors in recovering the ship coordinate system.  The offset report is included as Appendix F.   
The ship coordinate system is defined as a right handed coordinate system with the origin at the granite 
block located in the science hold (2-67-0).  The positive x-axis is forward, the positive y-axis is to 
starboard, and the positive z-axis is down.  The granite block defines the pitch and roll plane of the ship-
frame (i.e. the z-axis of the ship-frame is defined as the direction perpendicular to the plane of the 
block).  The heading definition of the ship frame was not specified in the survey report, but it is not 
defined by the granite block as a small heading offset (0.08⁰) of the granite block with respect to the 
ship frame was reported.   The general locations of the granite block, the MRU, and the MBES arrays are 
shown in Figure 2.  
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Figure 2: General location of granite block (red cross), MRU (blue "X'), MBES arrays (blue rectangle), and GPS antenna (blue 
circle).  The granite block is the origin of the ship reference system. 
The granite block, and therefore the ship reference frame, appears to be closely aligned with the 
physical structure of the ship with respect to roll.  The height difference of BM3 and BM 4, located on 
the starboard and port sides of the main deck respectively is 6 mm.  There are no conveniently located 
benchmarks to assess the pitch or yaw alignment.  Note that the ship reference frame may be arbitrarily 
defined and alignment is not required, though it does make understanding the system considerably 
simpler.  
The surveyed translational and rotational offsets relative to the origin (the granite block) were entered 
into the installation parameters of the MBES and MRU.  The residual misalignment between the MRU 
and each respective sonar was determined by a patch test and entered into SIS for each MBES under 
“Attitude 1” angular offsets (see following section “Geometric Calibration for details of this procedure).  
These correctors are applied to the motion data as that motion data is ingested into the MBES. 
EM302 Ice Window  
The simultaneously logged data from the EM710 and EM302 showed a consistent 0.8 meter depth bias, 
with the EM302 giving deeper depths, for the duration of this cruise.  This depth bias was not obviously 
depth dependent and was consistent over both soft-sediments and hard returns.  The EM302 
transducers are recessed in the hull and covered by an ice-window (see Figure 3: ).   
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EM710 Array 
 
Figure 3: EM710 and EM302 transducers.  The EM302 is recessed into the hull and covered by an ice-window (not installed in 
this picture).  The ice-protection of the EM710 is incorporated into the array face. 
Because the reported vertical offsets of the EM710 and EM302 are within 1 mm, the EM302 
measurement appears to have been made to the ice-window of the EM302 and not to the face of the 
array.  The actual distance of the EM302 array from the face of the ice-window is unknown (but from 
visual inspection of installation photographs appear to be less that 0.80 m).  To bring the depths from 
the two systems into agreement and attempt to correct for the misreported EM302 vertical offset, the 
z-value of both the EM302 transmit and receive array was reduced by 0.800 meters at the conclusion of 
this cruise.  We recommend revising the z-offset of the EM302 if corrected surveyed offsets can be 
provided by IMTEC.  
Per IMTEC Report x y z 
     302 Tx 28.601 2.122 6.040 
     302 Rx 28.826 2.078 6.043 
Corrected for Ice Window 
     302 Tx 28.601 2.122 5.240 
     302 Rx 28.826 2.078 5.243 
Table 1: Offsets of EM302 arrays. Z-offset was reduced by 0.8 meters to account for ice window and align EM710 & EM302 data. 
Heave Considerations 
As configured, the MRU outputs position and attitude data valid at the granite block and in the ship 
reference frame.  Significantly, it is at the granite block that the real-time heave filter is applied.  This 
EM 302 Array 
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yields a zero-average heave at the granite block.  Each MBES translates this motion data by applying the 
patch test values and re-calculating heave at location of the center of the transmit array.  This is 
necessary to account for the induced heave at the transducer location due to the vessel motion and 
lever arms between the granite block and the transducers.  As a result of long deviations of the trim of 
the ship from perfectly level, the average heave at the transducers is generally not zero.  The SeaPath 
was configured to output Kongsburg’s delayed heave solution (PFreeHeave) via a direct patch cable 
between the SeaPath and the EM710.  This UDP broadcast can be logged through the SIS software and 
applied in post-processing to improve the heave solution.   
Coordinate System of Logged Position and Attitude Data 
Any motion data recorded in SIS (in the ‘Serial Attitude 65’ datagram) will be different from the motion 
data recorded directly from the SeaPath MRU.   This is because of both the applied patch test values 
(affects roll, pitch, and yaw) and the lever-induced heave.  Because the patch test values are small, the 
difference in roll, pitch, and yaw will be small.  The difference in heave can be substantial.  The position 
recorded in both records is the position of the granite block.  The static and dynamic lever arms as well 
as the patch test values are appropriately accounted for in the processed depths logged in the .all file (in 
the ‘XYZ88’ datagram).  Both attitude records are correct- they are just in different reference frames.  
The ‘Network attitude velocity datagram 110’ is used for Doppler correction of frequency modulated 
signals.  This record is also recorded in the .all file.  Heave in this record consists only of the lever-arm 
induced heave and does not include any heave measured at the granite block.  The roll, pitch and yaw 
records are identical to the ‘Serial Attitude ‘65’.   
Waterline and Draft Corrections 
The position of only one of the vessel’s draft-marks was reported in the ship-frame.  The starboard 20’ 
draft mark (presumably the midships mark) was surveyed at negative 0.324 meters (approximately 1’1” 
above the granite block).  With the ship at her design draft of 5.72 meters (18’9”), the waterline is at 
0.057 meters in the ship frame (approximately 2” below the granite block).  This value has been entered 
into the “waterline” section as 0.06 meters.  Unfortunately, for the duration of the SAT cruise, a 
waterline value of 2.40 meters was entered in the waterline section of both the EM710 and EM302.  
Because this bias is consistent, it has no impact on any of the analysis in this report.  However, it does 
introduce a 2.34 meter shallow depth bias to all MBES sounding from this cruise.    
Should Sikuliaq be required to perform high-accuracy, waterline referenced, shallow-water surveys, it 
may be necessary to develop procedures to monitor and correct for changes in static vessel draft.  
Outside of such specialized applications, we recommend leaving the waterline correction referenced to 
the design draft.  Similarly, no effort was made to define a dynamic draft table to account for changes in 
the ship’s draft due to settlement and squat with vessel speed.  Should such a table be developed, it 
should be developed such that it describes the settlement of the granite block with speed.  Again, this is 
only applicable for specialized applications not anticipated for Sikuliaq.  
Vertical and Horizontal Control 
For all analysis in this report, the sounding data were reduced to the instantaneous water level; no 
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water-level corrections have been made for tides.  The mean tidal range in the test area is estimated at 
approximately 1.0 meters based on historical NOAA-COOPS zone-tide files.  At 2315 UTC 8/14/2014, the 
C-NAV differential correctors were integrated to the SeaPath.  The performance of this systems on 
Sikuliaq has not yet been objectively analyzed, but resulted in significantly improved horizontal accuracy 
and real time vertical ellipsoid referenced measurements. 
Vessel Geometry Questions and Comments 
1.  In the IMTEC survey, what defines forward?  The granite block is reported with an azimuthal 
offset of 0.07820 to starboard.  What is this in relation to?  
2. Sikuliaq should be commended for collocating the MRU and the sonar array as much as possible.  
This minimizes residual lever arm issues.  
3. The z offset to the EM302 transducers appears to be the face of the ice window.  This has been 
approximated by reducing the z-offset of the EM302 by 0.8 meters.  Recommend obtaining 
correct z-offset to face of array if it can be recovered from the IMTEC survey data.  
Geometric Calibration 
A standard patch test calibration procedure was successfully performed over a steep sided ridge in 
approximately 600 m of water to determine the residual heading and pitch angular misalignments 
between the MBES arrays and the MRU as well as any system latency (Figure 4; Calibration Area). Roll 
offset determinations were conducted over an adjacent section of gently sloping seafloor in 520-620 m 
water depth (Figure 4; Roll Calibration Line).  Patch test line geometries were as follows: 
 Latency:  Line AB x2, identical headings at 6 knots and 10 knots 
 Pitch:  Line AB x2, reciprocal headings and identical speed  
 Heading: Line CD and Line EF, identical headings/speeds  
 Roll:  Line GH x2, reciprocal headings and identical speeds 
During the Patch Test the SIS runtime parameters were set to:  
 Swath width for Pitch:  15°/15° port/stbd 
 Swath Width for Roll:  70°/70° port/stbd 
 Swath Width for Yaw:  15°/55° port/stbd & 55°/15° stbd/port 
 Max Coverage EM710:  2000 (port & stbd) 
 Max Coverage EM302:  5000 (port & stbd) 
 Angular Coverage Mode: AUTO 
 Beam Spacing:   HD EQDST 
 Dual Swath Mode:  DYNAMIC 
 Ping Mode:   MEDIUM 
 FM Disable:   Unchecked 
 Pitch Stabilization:  ENABLED 
 Yaw Stabilization:  REL. MEAN HDG 
A CTD profile was acquired to 620 m depth prior to the calibration lines.  The CTD was processed using 
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the Seabird’s Seasave software and the SVPEditor to generate a .cnv file from the raw CTD data, 
remove spurious sound velocities from the profile, extend the cast to 12,000 m per SIS requirements, 
and load the resulting sound speed profile into SIS. To increase alongtrack sounding density on the 
calibration lines, the Sikuliaq was operated at six knots over ground (slower than the typical survey 
speeds.   
 
All angular offsets were initially set to zero in SIS for real-time processing.   Angular offsets were 
determined in the order of pitch first, latency second, roll third, and yaw fourth.  To minimize coupling 
of angular offsets in the calibration results, each angular offset was updated in SIS after completion of its 
respective calibration procedure and before the start of survey data collection for the next offset 
calibration. Data were assessed by S. Greenway and A. Flinders using Caris HIPS, and P. Johnson, C. 
Hohing and G. Juergens using SIS and were in excellent agreement.  Once all offsets were applied to the 
MRU in SIS, they were then verified through a secondary patch test over a small submarine valley and 
head wall, north of the first calibration site (Figure 4; Verification Area) and over a deep flat area in close 
proximity to the Deep Water Accuracy Test Site (see below).  A deep roll verification line was performed 
for the EM302 in approximately 2700 m of water (Figure 5). No residual roll offsets were seen. 
 
Figure 4: Calibration (Patch Test) and Verification Areas. 
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Figure 5: Deep Roll Verification Site 
 
Figure 6: Example of Before and After Calibration Alignment for the EM302  (Roll in Caris 8.1) 
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Figure 7: Example of Before and After Calibration Alignment for the EM710 (Roll in Caris 8.1) 
EM302 Angular Offsets 
Final MRU offsets for the EM302: 
 
Figure 8: Screenshot of the SIS Installation Parameters/Angular Offsets sections for the EM302.  The dotted red box indicates 
where the angular offsets determined during the EM302 patch test were entered. 
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EM710 Angular Offsets 
The same patch test locations for the EM302 were used for the EM710, without the additional deep roll 
validation performed for the EM302 system. Similarly as for the EM302, the EM710 data were assessed 
by S. Greenway and A. Flinders and using Caris HIPS, and P. Johnson, C. Hohing and G. Juergens using SIS 
and were in excellent agreement.  Offsets were applied to the MRU in SIS, followed by verification runs 
of the patch test lines to ensure correct application.  Final MRU offsets are listed in the Figure 9. 
 
Figure 9: Screenshot of the SIS Installation Parameters/Angular Offsets sections for the EM710.  The dotted red box indicates 
where the angular offsets determined during the EM710 patch test were entered. 
EM302 and EM710 Accuracy Assessment 
 
Figure 10: Location map showing the 3 sites used to evaluate the depth accuracy of the EM302 and EM710 systems. 
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In order to evaluate the depth accuracy and repeatability of depth measurements of the EM710 and 
EM302, three separate sites were chosen at different water depths (see Figure 10).  The deep accuracy 
site (~2700 meters water depth) was used only for the EM302, the shallow accuracy site (~250 meters 
water depth) for the EM710 and EM302, and the very shallow site (~85 meters water depth) for the 
EM710.  At each site a series of “main” lines were run to collect the data used to form the reference 
surface (see Appendix A for acquisition settings).  The raw data was then imported into Caris and 
cleaned and exported at a resolution suitable for the site’s depth (Figure 11).      The data was then 
sloped masked to exclude areas having slopes greater than 5° from being used in the cross line statistical 
analyses (Figure 12). 
Cross lines were run in the orthogonal direction from survey lines used to collect the reference surface 
data.  For both the main lines and the cross lines the vessel speed was intentionally reduced to 6 knots 
in order to increase data density within the corridor for reference surface comparison.  Appendix  A 
shows the Runtime Parameters settings for each cross lines, each of which was run twice (a forward run 
and a reciprocal run).   Soundings from each of the cross line tests, from each sounder, were compared 
on a beam-by-beam basis against the reference surface generated by that particular sounder and a 
difference between the surface depth and sounding depth was calculated.   This was done by sampling 
the reference surface grid depth at the coincident point reported by each beam and then calculating a 
difference.  A table of beam depth, beam angle, reference surface depth, and depth difference was 
compiled for every sounding using this cross line sampling method. 
  
Figure 11: Overview of the shallow EM710 reference surface area.  Figure shows all reference surface lines (long lines trending 
E/W) gridded at a 16m resolution. 
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Figure 12: Shallow EM710 reference surface area gridded at 32m resolution with slope based masking to remove regions with 
rugged topography or noise.  
In each cross line analysis plot (Figure 13, Figure 15, & Figure 16) the results are broken into two 
sections (left and right).  The left section (top and bottom) of each plot shows the results for all beams 
which intersected the reference surface. The right section (once again both top and bottom) shows a 
subset of the data where noisy soundings, which would normally be removed during editing of the data, 
are excluded from the plot. Two methods of exclusion are used on the plots (and are identified at the 
top of the right figure).  The first method excludes all values where the difference between the beam 
depth and the reference surface depth lies outside the 98th percentile.  The 2nd method eliminates noise 
by excluding all values where the depth difference falls outside 2 * standard deviations.  Both of these 
methods are done strictly as an automated means of removing “outliers” from the cross line analysis. 
Results from the cross line analyses were then tallied into 1° bins with the mean depth bias as a 
percentage of water depth (%WD) and standard deviation about the mean were calculated for each bin. 
Figure 13, Figure 15, and Figure 16 show the results a subset of these analysis (Appendix A contains plots 
for all cross line results). The top panel for each section shows the depth standard deviation (%WD) 
versus the beam angle.  The bottom panel shows the depth bias (%WD) versus beam angle. In the 
bottom panel there is a scatter plot (grey points) of the depth biases plotted against angle from nadir 
along with the mean (solid red line) and 1 standard deviation from the mean (solid blue line) for each 1° 
bin.  
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Figure 13: Cross line analysis results for the EM302 Line Settings 1 from the Deep Reference Surface Area.  Red line is mean 
depth bias and blue line is 1 standard deviation from the mean depth bias. 
Figure 13 on the left shows the results from the cross line which had runtime parameters set the same 
as those which collected the reference surface (Deep Mode, Dynamic Dual Swath, and FM on).  Before 
the data cleaning steps, it was observed that there was spurious, deep soundings at the sector boundary 
(+/-30°) and at the outer edges of the swath.  These artifacts produce “pits” in the modeled seabed 
(Figure 14) along the sector boundary line.  This artifact was not noticed by watch standers in data 
collected either prior to or after this test. While this artifact could be a result of an unfortunate 
combination of ship noise, bottom type at the site (soft unconsolidated sediment), and sea state, it 
seems more likely to be a transmit issue.  An examination of the data reveals that it was mistracking at 
the sector boundary. There doesn’t appear to be evidence of mistracking due to acoustic interference, 
instead the system is just misdetecting where the actual bottom is, and instead picking a return a little 
bit late in the beam's echo trace, thus giving the bathymetry a deep punch through where there 
shouldn’t be one.  This could be a symptom of a system having either too much noise (which is not 
evident in the water column or noise tests) or is underpowered for this depth.  As this was the deepest 
site visited during the SAT, it would be worth evaluating the EM302’s performance in deeper water 
especially as it does work around Puerto Rico later this year in potentially very deep water. 
To avoid including these outlier sounding In the accuracy assessment of the system, it was necessary to 
remove them from the cross file lines by eliminating all soundings whose depth differences between the 
sounding and the reference surface fell out 2 * the standard deviations.   The right side of Figure 13 
shows the results of the cross line accuracy analysis after the outlier removal.  The depth standard 
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deviation (%WD) is now below 0.2 over a  majority of the swath, a significant improvement from the 
unfiltered analysis.  This value is comparable to other EM302 evaluated by the MAC.   
 
Figure 14: Red lines shows the locations on the EM302 swath where noisy deep soundings are contributing to a decrease in the 
overall accuracy of the system. 
At the second accuracy site, the shallow water accuracy site, where depths are on average ~300 meters 
deep both the EM302 and EM710 accuracy was also tested.   This wass on the shallow side for an 
EM302, but it is well within the range where the system should be functioning well and a prime depth 
for the EM710.  The sea state during the initial acquisition of the reference surface was far from calm 
(35+ knots of wind with 6’ to 10’ seas) and midway during the acquisition of the main lines composing 
the reference surface the survey was aborted due to weather conditions.  The entire surface and cross 
lines were reacquired the following day.  The sea state was still large enough to cause bubble sweep 
down events during acquisition. 
 
Figure 15: Cross line analysis results for the EM302 Line Settings 1 from the Shallow Water Reference Surface Area.  Red line is 
mean depth bias and blue line is 1 standard deviation from the mean depth bias. 
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The EM302 raw data showed a depth standard deviation (%WD) of 0.2 for the central portions of the 
swath between 0 and 30 degrees (Figure 15).  Past this the Depth Std Dev (%WD) climbs up to more 
than 0.8, above manufacturers specification for the system.  When the data is limited to remove noisy 
outliers the accuracy improves such that the central portions of the swath still remain around 0.2 and 
the outer portions only climb to 0.35, below the Kongsberg Maritime specification of 0.6. 
 
 
Figure 16: Cross line analysis results for the EM710 Line Settings 1 from the Shallow Water Reference Surface Area.  Red line is 
mean depth bias and blue line is 1 standard deviation from the mean depth bias. 
Interestingly, the EM710 has similar Depth Standard Deviations (%WD) as the EM302 (Figure 16), even though the water depths 
are more suited to the higher frequency system.  While this could be once again related to the less than ideal weather 
conditions, it is somewhat troubling that the results are not better.  Values across the swath even with outlier removal still 
approach 0.5% WD on the outer portions of the swath.  The sound velocity profiles for this day ( 
Figure 17), show a strong and variable gradient in sound speed between 20 and 50 meters.  As this SAT 
cruise had to happen during the summer and was scheduled to work off the Eastern Seaboard there was 
little way to avoid a situation such as this. 
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Figure 17: Sound speed profiles for the shallow accuracy area. 
Swath Coverage Analysis 
EM302 Swath Coverage Analysis 
 
Figure 18: Red lines show ship navigation extracted from the EM302 data included in the swath coverage calculation.   
An EM302 swath coverage plot (Figure 19 below) was prepared using the outermost port and starboard 
soundings from all data acquired during the patch test, reference surface collection, extinction tests, 
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Hudson Canyon survey, SS Andrea Doria survey, and from data collected during the transit from Quebec 
to Woods Hole (Figure 18). Ideally, all data included in the swath coverage analysis should have been 
collected in automatic angular coverage mode, automatic depth mode, and FM in order to calculate the 
maximum swath width as a function of depth.  However, in order to best fill all depth ranges covered, it 
was decided to use all available data available, including data with limits on angular coverage (during 
patch testing), changes to the depth mode, and both CW and FM modes. 
 
 
Figure 19: R/V Sikuliaq’s EM302 coverage evaluation plot showing swath width versus depth.  Colors of the plotted beams are 
based on the backscatter strengths of the beam.  
 
Discounting the effects of changes in acquisition modes, the system tracked the seafloor routinely out to 
5 to 6 times water depth to depths of ~1500 m.  At depths greater than ~1500m, the system tracked 
very well to about 3 times water depth at the maximum observed depth of ~3,000 meters.  Soundings 
deeper than ~3,000 m in this plot are outliers and do not represent the observed maximum depth 
during testing.  The coverage achieved compares very well to other EM302 installations, including the 
R/V Falkor (Figure 20) and indicates that the system is performing well.   
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Figure 20: R/V Falkor’s EM302 coverage evaluation plot showing swath width vs. depth. 
EM710 Swath Coverage Analysis 
 
Figure 21: Red lines show ship navigation extracted from the EM710 data included in the swath coverage calculation.   
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In the same manner as the EM302 swath coverage analysis, the EM710 swath coverage plot (Figure 22) 
was prepared using the outermost port and starboard soundings from all data acquired during the patch 
test, reference surface collection, extinction tests, Hudson Canyon survey, SS Andrea Doria survey, and 
from data collected during the transit from Quebec to Woods Hole (Figure 21).  As was stated in the 
EM302 analysis example all data was included in the swath coverage in order to best fill all depth ranges 
covered. 
 
Figure 22: R/V Sikuliaq’s EM710 coverage evaluation plot showing swath width versus depth.  Colors of the plotted beams are 
based on the backscatter strengths of the beam.  
Discounting the effects of changes in acquisition modes, the system tracked the seafloor routinely out to 
4 to 6 times water depth to depths of ~70 m.  At depths greater than ~700m,  the swath width 
decreased until extinction occurred at about ~2000m water depth.  As was the case for the EM302, the 
EM710 swath performance compares well to other installed EM710s, including the R/V Falkor (Figure 
23). 
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Figure 23: R/V Falkor’s EM710 coverage evaluation plot showing swath width vs. depth. 
Noise Level Assessment 
A potentially major limiting factor in multibeam coverage performance is the effect of self-noise, either 
mechanical or electrical, on the system’s ability to detect and track the acoustic signal reflected from the 
seafloor.  A minimal set of acoustic test routines can be performed using the BIST noise testing routines.  
These test are a small subset of the noise assessment tests which should be conducted by Gates 
Acoustic Services later this year. 
Self noise as a function of vessel speed tests, were conducted in ~2700m of water in the area of the 
Deep Water accuracy site for both systems (Figure 1).  Noise trials were run in both the upwind (heading 
of 160) and downwind (heading of 340) directions. Sea conditions throughout the noise test were: 
 Wind: 15-20 kts at 160T 
 Sea state: 3 -4 foot seas from 160T 
 
During the tests, all acoustic instrumentation, including bridge echosounders, were secured and all deck 
work was stopped, in order to make as quiet an acoustic environment aboard the ship as possible.  
Speeds during the tests varied between 0 knots and 8 knots, in 2 knot increments.  Speeds faster than 8 
knots were not possible due to generator configuration issues. 
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The receiver broadband noise level was measured using the BIST functionality with twenty tests being 
conducted at each speed level.  The output from a single BIST noise test consists of the broadband noise 
level, as measured across the typical reception bandwidth spectrum, as a function of each receiver 
channel across the receiver array, reported as dB ref. 1μPa/√Hz (Figure 24).   
 
Figure 24: Example of 20 tests of the EM302 broadband noise level at 8 knots. 
 
Figure 25: Distribution of noise level measurements from samples shown in Figure 24 for the EM302 at 8 knots. 
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The distribution of the data points of the EM302 noise test at 8 knots are shown in Figure 25 along with 
the median, geometric mean and linear mean.  The geometric mean is the mean of the dB values in their 
natural logarithmic units, i.e. an arithmetic mean of the dB values.  The linear mean is the mean of the 
noise levels in linear intensity units and then expressed in db.  Refer to Appendix C for equivalent plots 
for both systems at all speeds investigated in this test. 
 
 
Figure 26: EM302 broadband  noise level results for all receiver modules over the course of the entire noise test as a function 
of speed.  
The complete noise measurement data set (noise as a function of vessel speed) is plotted as a 2D color 
image for both the EM302 and EM710 in Figure 26 and Figure 27, respectively.  This allows for 
examination of all data points and for a better appreciation of the likelihood and nature of transient 
noise event.  The EM302 in Figure 26 shows a small increases in noise across the outer receiver modules 
when the speed is increased from 4kts to 6 kts, and another small increase in noise with the increase in 
speed from 6 knots to 8 knots.  The EM710, on the other hand, shows little change in noise 
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characteristic (Figure 27) through increases of speeds from 0 kts to 6 kts and a very small change in 
noise when the speed was finally increased to 8 kts. 
 
Figure 27: EM710 broadband  noise level results for all receiver modules over the course of the entire noise test as a function of 
speed.  
The series of speed tests allows for construction of a platform noise level versus ship speed for both the 
EM302 and EM710 (Figure 28 and Figure 29).  In these figures, the data points from all receiver modules 
and for all tests at a given speed are plotted as a string of black dots, along with the summary statistics 
across the speed range, indicating the mean (linear and geometric) and the median values for each 
speed.  As Figure 26 had previously indicated, the EM302 in Figure 28 shows a steady increase of noise 
with increase in speed, although the Mean (log) values are below the level of concern.  The EM710 in 
Figure 29 also show the same results as plotted in  Figure 27, with little to no increase in noise 
associated with speeds between 0 and 6 knots and a very small increase in noise at the speed of 8 knots.  
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Figure 28: EM302 broadband noise level versus speed. 
 
Figure 29: EM710 broadband noise level versus speed. 
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A self noise vs. azimuth test was conducted following the completion of the noise vs. speed test.  This 
test consist of directing the ship to maintain a series of headings over a 360° span, with each test 
separated by 45 degrees.  During each test period 20 individual noise tests were conducted at each 
heading.  As the seas and winds were from 160°, this heading was considered “into the seas” while all 
other headings had the seas coming in on either the beam or tail. Figure 30 shows that the noise 
induced from the waves increased as the seas came in on the port section of the ship and decreased as 
the seas came in on the starboard section of the ship.    The EM710 shows no noise bias related to this 
sea state at all (Figure 31). 
 
 
Figure 30: EM302 broadband noise level azimuth, wind and seas were from 160°. 
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Figure 31: EM710 broadband noise level azimuth, wind and seas were from 160°. 
Transducer and System Health 
A full Built-In Self Test (BIST) diagnostic routine was run dockside and at sea on both the EM302 and 
EM710 with both systems passing.  Among the tests that the BIST provides is the ability to perform 
impedance measurements of the RX and TX array. These tests are useful in establishing the health of the 
transducers, as these components of the mapping system have been known to degrade with time.  It is 
important to note that the BIST impedance measurements do not provide a full characterization of 
transducer properties as a function of frequency, however, they are believed to be good indicators of 
overall transducer health over their lifetime, especially when conducted on a routine basis.  The 
following documented results seen in Figure 32 to Figure 37 and in Appendix D are meant to be used as 
a baseline for future comparison. 
The BIST output lists two sets of impedance measurements for the EM302 and the EM710, the first set 
being referred to as the receiver impedance and the second set being the transducer impedance.  In this 
report, we will refer to the first as the receiver channel impedance and the second as the receiver 
transducer impedance. The values reported were within the allowed range specified in the BIST test. 
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The transmitter channel impedance tests (not to be confused with receiver transducer impedances tests 
discussed above) passed for both systems, when run from the general BIST routines available through 
the SIS graphical user interface for both the EM710 and the EM302.  Transmitter module impedance 
values were obtained through telnet BIST routines and passed with positive results except. 
Ideally BISTs should be taken as frequently as possible as they are a very useful tool in detecting changes 
in behavior of the arrays.  Ideally, it would be best to collect a BIST prior to the start of every cruise leg.   
The Multibeam Advisory Committee (MAC) has scripts available upon request, which can process and 
plot the BIST data. 
 
Figure 32: EM302 receiver impedance measurements per channel. Kongsberg defined tolerances are between 600-1000 ohms. 
 
Figure 33: EM302 receiver transducer impedance measurements per channel. Kongsberg defined tolerances are between 250-
2000 ohms. 
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EM302 Transmitter Acoustic Impedances  
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Figure 35: EM710 receiver impedance measurements per channel. Kongsberg defined tolerances are between 600-1000 ohms. 
 
 
Figure 36: EM710 receiver transducer impedance measurements per channel. Kongsberg defined tolerances are between 250-
2000 ohms. 
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Figure 37: EM710 transmitter acoustic impedances. 
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EM710 and EM302 Backscatter Equalization 
A common issue with modern multibeam systems is the lack of uniformity of backscatter signal strength 
in the cross track direction across sector boundaries, as well as changes of intensity at ping depth mode 
changes (Shallow, Medium, Deep, etc.).  The former issue presents itself as striped seafloor in the along 
track direction in the backscatter imagery (see Figure 38) and the later issue presents itself as sudden 
offsets in backscatter strength correlated with ping depth mode changes.  While commercial backscatter 
processing packages make corrections to the raw sonar data to generate smooth looking mosaics, it is 
highly desirable to change the MBES’s mode of acquisition such that the raw data does not have these 
offset issues within it, especially if the raw data is going to be used with a display program such as Olex 
for real-time visualization and analysis.   
 
Figure 38: EM710 backscatter imagery from the Very Shallow Water backscatter equalization area showing along track striping 
at the edge of sector boundaries. 
In order to adjust the sonar’s acquisition parameters so that each sounder has a homogenous response 
over the complete angle span of the swath for each depth mode, it is necessary to collect backscatter in 
each and every depth mode that the sonar supports, and in both single and dual ping modes at water 
depths which are appropriate for the depth mode specified (see  
Mode Depth Dual Swath Single Swath Test Area 
Shallow 10 - 250 X X Very Shallow 
Medium 250 - 700 X X Shallow 
Deep 750 - 3300 X X Deep 
Very Deep 3300 - 5000   X Deep 
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Table 2 and Table 3).  From this data a new set of values can be derived to modify the parameters stored 
in each echosounder’s imagery calibration file (the BSCorr.txt file).   During the SKQ201400L3 leg, the 
R/V Sikuliaq collected all of the data the necessary data to determine these offset values.  However, as 
no tools currently exist in the UNOLs fleet to process this data in a way that will generate a lookup table 
of values to supply to SIS, the MAC has agreed to develop research the techniques and build the 
processing tools necessary to complete this work.   This process has already begun, but will require 
some time and effort to complete finish.  
Mode Depth Dual Swath Single Swath Test Area 
Shallow 10 - 250 X X Very Shallow 
Medium 250 - 700 X X Shallow 
Deep 750 - 3300 X X Deep 
Very Deep 3300 - 5000   X Deep 
Extra Deep 5000 - 7000   X Deep 
Table 2: EM302 depth modes and ping modes to necessary to quantify for backscatter equalization.  For a full listing of the 
necessary runtime parameters for each mode see Appendix B. 
Mode Depth Dual Swath Single Swath Test Area 
Very Shallow 2 -100 X X Very Shallow 
Shallow 100 - 200 X X Very Shallow 
Medium 200 - 300 X X Shallow 
Deep 300 - 500 X X Shallow 
Very Deep 500 - 1000   X Medium 
Extra Deep 1000 - 2000   X Medium 
Table 3: EM710 depth modes and ping modes to necessary to quantify for backscatter equalization. For a full listing of the 
necessary runtime parameters for each mode see Appendix B. 
Water Column Imagery Assessment & Synchronization Testing 
As part of the process of assessing the quality of the EM302 and EM710’s midwater (water column) 
capability it was decided to conduct a survey on a section of the Hudson Canyon seafloor.  Seeps had 
been previously identified at this site, by Skarke, A. et al. Nature Geosci. 7, 657–661 (2014), using an 
EM302.  A reconnaissance line was done, running up the canyon from the deeps to the head wall of the 
canyon.  During this run various combinations of acoustic system were synchronized using KM’s KSync 
unit.   Upon returning to the main seep location a full midwater imaging test was done using the 
following combination of sonars, once again synchronized by the K-sync when necessary: 
1. EM710 & EM302 Only - K-Sync 
2. EK60 Only 
3. EM710 & EM302 (Master) + EK60 - K-Sync 
4. ADCP Only 
5. EK60 (Master) + ADCP - K-Sync 
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6. EM710 & EM302 (Master) + ADCP - K-Sync 
7. Multibeam (Master) + ADCP + EK60 – K-sync 
 
 
Figure 39: Location of Hudson Canyon midwater seep survey.  Yellow dots indicate the location of previously mapped seeps (see 
Skarke et al, 2014 - http://www.nature.com/ngeo/journal/v7/n9/full/ngeo2238.html for more information).   
From this testing (and some which had occurred earlier while underway) it is recommended that any 
combination of acoustic systems run in combination with a multibeam system should be synchronized 
through the K-sync unit.  This includes running the EM302 and EM710 simultaneously.  If high quality 
ADCP data is required in conjunction with multibeam data it is recommended that only the EM302 
would be run and that both systems remained unsynchronized as the Teledyne RDI OS 75 and the 
EM710 overlap too much in frequency to allow quality ADCP data to be collected in conjunction with the 
EM710, even when the systems are synchronized (contact Jules Hummon at the University of Hawaii 
about this). 
Shown below in Figure 40, Figure 41, and Figure 42 are some examples of seeps imaged during the 
Hudson Canyon seep survey. The data from the EM30, EM710, and EK60 data have also been delivered 
to personnel at the Center for Coastal and Ocean Mapping for further analysis and comment. 
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Figure 41: EM302 stacked midwater ping view showing potential seeps (green) rising into the water from the seafloor  bottom 
(light pink layer). 
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Figure 42: EM302 stacked midwater ping view showing potential seeps (green) rising into the water from the seafloor bottom 
(light pink layer). 
Summary and Recommendations 
 As it stands now, the EM302 and associated sensors are working well as compared to other 
EM302s evaluated recently, once the deep sounding at the sector boundary are removed. This 
bottom punch through, which was observed at the deep water accuracy site, should continued 
to be looked at.  It would be best to examine more data from as deep and deeper sites, which 
the ship will be traveling through in the coming months. 
 Refraction potentially played a major role in limiting the ability to best quantify the accuracy of 
the EM302 and EM710 in shallow water.  As the timing and location of the survey were not 
flexible this was unavoidable.   Even with this consideration, we are still investigating the EM710 
performance issues. 
 Sensor positions and SIS Installation Parameters should not be changed unless new offset 
information is provided from IMTEC in regards to the EM302 array position. A PU Parameters 
file containing all SIS installation parameters and runtime parameters was written to disk on the 
primary acquisition machines at the end of SKQ201400L3.  If any problems or questions arise 
with any parameters, this file can be reloaded to restore a functional configuration for SIS.  The 
MAC also has copies of these files which can provided if necessary. 
 Routine BIST collection should be done as it provides a great resource for examining changes of 
the systems through their lifetimes. 
 Bubble sweep down is a problem, but it is an inevitable consequence of an ice breaker hull 
design. 
 Although some acoustic noise testing was completed during the SAT, it is our recommendation 
that a full acoustic noise baseline be established for the ship in order to best track changes in 
the ship’s self noise through it’s lifetime. 
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Appendix A – Accuracy Testing 
EM302 Accuracy  Testing 
EM302 Deep Accuracy Settings 
 










Max angle (port) 60 75 75 75 75 
Max angle (sbtd) 60 75 75 75 75 
Max Coverage (port) 5000 5000 5000 5000 5000 
Max Coverage (stbd) 5000 5000 5000 5000 5000 
Angular Coverage 









EQDIST HIDENS EQDIST 
Depth Settings 
Force Depth n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
Min depth (m) 2500 2500 2500 2500 2500 
Max depth (m) 3000 3000 3000 3000 3000 
Dual swath mode DYNAMIC DYNAMINC OFF OFF OFF 
Ping mode DEEP DEEP VERY DEEP DEEP DEEP 
FM disable Unchecked Unchecked 
Checked 
(Off) Unchecked Checked (Off) 
Transmit Control 
Pitch stabilization ENABLED ENABLED ENABLED ENABLED ENABLED 
Along direction 0 0 0 0 0 
Auto Tilt OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF 











heading n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
heading filter MEDIUM MEDIUM MEDIUM MEDIUM MEDIUM 
Min Swath Dist 0 0 0 0 0 
Enable Scanning Off Off Off Off Off 
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EM302 Deep Accuracy Reference Surface (Unmasked and Slope Masked) 
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EM302 Deep Accuracy Cross Line Plots 
EM302 Deep Cross Line Settings 1 
 
EM302 Deep Cross Line Settings 2 
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EM302 Deep Cross Line Settings 3 
 
EM302 Deep Cross Line Settings 4 
 
EM302 Shallow Accuracy Settings 
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Max angle (port) 60 75 75 75 75 
Max angle (sbtd) 60 75 75 75 75 
Max Coverage (port) 5000 5000 5000 5000 5000 
Max Coverage (stbd) 5000 5000 5000 5000 5000 
Angular Coverage Mode Auto Auto Auto Auto Auto 








Force Depth n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
Min depth (m) 200 200 200 200 200 
Max depth (m) 500 500 500 500 500 
Dual swath mode DYNAMIC DYNAMINC OFF DYNAMINC OFF 
Ping mode MEDIUM MEDIUM MEDIUM SHALLOW SHALLOW 
FM disable Unchecked Unchecked Unchecked Unchecked Unchecked 
Transmit Control 
Pitch stabilization ENABLED ENABLED ENABLED ENABLED ENABLED 
Along direction 0 0 0 0 0 
Auto Tilt OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF 









heading n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
heading filter MEDIUM MEDIUM MEDIUM MEDIUM MEDIUM 
Min Swath Dist 0 0 0 0 0 
Enable Scanning Off Off Off Off Off 
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EM302 Shallow Accuracy Reference Surface (Unmasked and Slope Masked) 
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EM302 Shallow Accuracy Cross Line Plots 
EM302 Shallow Cross Line Settings 1 
 
EM302 Shallow Cross Line Settings 2 
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EM302 Shallow Cross Line Settings 3 
 
EM302 Shallow Cross Line Settings 4 
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EM710 Accuracy Testing 
EM710 Shallow Accuracy Settings 
 










Max angle (port) 60 75 75 75 75 
Max angle (sbtd) 60 75 75 75 75 
Max Coverage (port) 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 
Max Coverage (stbd) 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 
Angular Coverage 













Force Depth n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
Min depth (m) 200 200 200 200 200 
Max depth (m) 500 500 500 500 500 
Dual swath mode DYNAMIC DYNAMINC OFF DYNAMINC DYNAMIC 
Ping mode MEDIUM MEDIUM MEDIUM DEEP DEEP 
FM disable 
Unchecke




Pitch stabilization ENABLED ENABLED ENABLED ENABLED ENABLED 
Along direction 0 0 0 0 0 
Auto Tilt OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF 












heading n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
heading filter MEDIUM MEDIUM MEDIUM MEDIUM MEDIUM 
Min Swath Dist 0 0 0 0 0 
Enable Scanning Off Off Off Off Off 
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EM710 Shallow Accuracy Reference Surface (Unmasked and Slope Masked) 
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EM710 Shallow Accuracy Cross Line Plots 
EM710 Shallow Cross Line Settings 1 
 
EM710 Shallow Cross Line Settings 2 
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EM710 Shallow Cross Line Settings 3 
 
EM710 Shallow Cross Line Settings 4 
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EM710 Shallow Accuracy Settings 
 










Max angle (port) 60 75 75 75 75 
Max angle (sbtd) 60 75 75 75 75 
Max Coverage (port) 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 
Max Coverage (stbd) 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 
Angular Coverage 













Force Depth n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
Min depth (m) 10 10 10 10 10 
Max depth (m) 200 200 200 200 200 







SHALLOW SHALLOW SHALLOW 
FM disable Unchecked Unchecked Unchecked Unchecked Unchecked 
Transmit Control 
Pitch stabilization ENABLED ENABLED ENABLED ENABLED ENABLED 
Along direction 0 0 0 0 0 
Auto Tilt OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF 











heading n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
heading filter MEDIUM MEDIUM MEDIUM MEDIUM MEDIUM 
Min Swath Dist 0 0 0 0 0 
Enable Scanning Off Off Off Off Off 
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EM710 Very Shallow Accuracy Reference Surface (Unmasked and Slope Masked) 
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EM710 Very Shallow Accuracy Cross Line Plots 
EM710 Very Shallow Cross Line Settings 1 
 
EM710 Very Shallow Cross Line Settings 2 
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EM710 Very Shallow Cross Line Settings 3 
 
EM710 Very Shallow Cross Line Settings 4 
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Appendix B – Backscatter Equalization 
EM302 Backscatter Equalization 
EM302 Deep Backscatter Settings 
  BS Cal 1 BS Cal 2 BS Cal 3 BS Cal 4 
Sector Coverage 
Max angle (port) 70 70 70 70 
Max angle (sbtd) 70 70 70 70 
Max Coverage (port) 5000 5000 5000 5000 
Max Coverage (stbd) 5000 5000 5000 5000 
Angular Coverage 











Force Depth n/a n/a n/a n/a 
Min depth (m) 2500 2500 2500 2500 
Max depth (m) 3000 3000 3000 3000 
Dual swath mode FIXED FIXED OFF OFF 
Ping mode DEEP DEEP DEEP DEEP 






Pitch stabilization ENABLED ENABLED ENABLED ENABLED 
Along direction 0 0 0 0 
Auto Tilt OFF OFF OFF OFF 
Yaw stab. Mode OFF OFF OFF OFF 
heading n/a n/a n/a n/a 
heading filter MEDIUM MEDIUM MEDIUM MEDIUM 
Min Swath Dist 0 0 0 0 
Enable Scanning Off Off Off Off 
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  BS Cal 5 BS Cal 6 BS Cal 7 BS Cal 8 
Sector Coverage 
Max angle (port) 70 70 70 70 
Max angle (sbtd) 70 70 70 70 
Max Coverage (port) 5000 5000 5000 5000 
Max Coverage (stbd) 5000 5000 5000 5000 
Angular Coverage 











Force Depth n/a n/a n/a n/a 
Min depth (m) 2500 2500 2500 2500 
Max depth (m) 3000 3000 3000 3000 
Dual swath mode OFF OFF OFF OFF 
Ping mode VERY DEEP VERY DEEP EXTRA DEEP EXTRA DEEP 






Pitch stabilization ENABLED ENABLED ENABLED ENABLED 
Along direction 0 0 0 0 
Auto Tilt OFF OFF OFF OFF 
Yaw stab. Mode OFF OFF OFF OFF 
heading n/a n/a n/a n/a 
heading filter MEDIUM MEDIUM MEDIUM MEDIUM 
Min Swath Dist 0 0 0 0 
Enable Scanning Off Off Off Off 
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EM302 Medium Backscatter Settings 
 
  BS Cal 1 BS Cal 2 BS Cal 3 BS Cal 4 BS Cal 5 BS Cal 6 
Sector Coverage 
Max angle (port) 70 70 70 70 70 70 
Max angle (sbtd) 70 70 70 70 70 70 
Max Coverage 
(port) 5000 5000 5000 5000 5000 5000 
Max Coverage 
(stbd) 5000 5000 5000 5000 5000 5000 
Angular Coverage 















Force Depth n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
Min depth (m) 400 400 400 400 400 400 
Max depth (m) 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 
Dual swath mode FIXED OFF FIXED FIXED OFF OFF 
Ping mode MEDIUM MEDIUM DEEP DEEP DEEP DEEP 








Pitch stabilization ENABLED ENABLED ENABLED ENABLED ENABLED ENABLED 
Along direction 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Auto Tilt OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF 
Yaw stab. Mode OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF 
heading n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
heading filter MEDIUM MEDIUM MEDIUM MEDIUM MEDIUM MEDIUM 
Min Swath Dist 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Enable Scanning Off Off Off Off Off Off 
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EM302 Shallow Backscatter Settings 
 
  BS Cal 1 BS Cal 2 BS Cal 3 BS Cal 4 
Sector Coverage 
Max angle (port) 70 70 70 70 
Max angle (sbtd) 70 70 70 70 
Max Coverage (port) 5000 5000 5000 5000 
Max Coverage (stbd) 5000 5000 5000 5000 
Angular Coverage 











Force Depth n/a n/a n/a n/a 
Min depth (m) 100 100 100 100 
Max depth (m) 500 500 500 500 
Dual swath mode FIXED OFF FIXED OFF 











Pitch stabilization ENABLED ENABLED ENABLED ENABLED 
Along direction 0 0 0 0 
Auto Tilt OFF OFF OFF OFF 
Yaw stab. Mode OFF OFF OFF OFF 
heading n/a n/a n/a n/a 
heading filter MEDIUM MEDIUM MEDIUM MEDIUM 
Min Swath Dist 0 0 0 0 
Enable Scanning Off Off Off Off 
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EM302 Very Shallow Backscatter Settings 
 
  BS Cal 1 BS Cal 2 BS Cal 3 BS Cal 4 
Sector Coverage 
Max angle (port) 70 70 70 70 
Max angle (sbtd) 70 70 70 70 
Max Coverage (port) 5000 5000 5000 5000 
Max Coverage (stbd) 5000 5000 5000 5000 
Angular Coverage 











Force Depth n/a n/a n/a n/a 
Min depth (m) 10 10 10 10 
Max depth (m) 200 200 200 200 
Dual swath mode FIXED OFF FIXED OFF 











Pitch stabilization ENABLED ENABLED ENABLED ENABLED 
Along direction 0 0 0 0 
Auto Tilt OFF OFF OFF OFF 
Yaw stab. Mode OFF OFF OFF OFF 
heading n/a n/a n/a n/a 
heading filter MEDIUM MEDIUM MEDIUM MEDIUM 
Min Swath Dist 0 0 0 0 
Enable Scanning Off Off Off Off 
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EM710 Backscatter Equalization 
EM710 Medium Backscatter Settings 
 
  BS Cal 1 BS Cal 2 BS Cal 3 BS Cal 4 BS Cal 5 BS Cal 6 
Sector Coverage 
Max angle (port) 70 70 70 70 70 70 
Max angle (sbtd) 70 70 70 70 70 70 
Max Coverage 
(port) 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 
Max Coverage 
(stbd) 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 
Angular Coverage 















Force Depth n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
Min depth (m) 400 400 400 400 400 400 
Max depth (m) 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 
Dual swath mode OFF OFF FIXED OFF FIXED OFF 
Ping mode 
EXTRA 
DEEP VERY DEEP DEEP DEEP MEDIUM MEDIUM 
FM disable Unchecked Unchecked Unchecked Unchecked Unchecked Unchecked 
Transmit Control 
Pitch stabilization ENABLED ENABLED ENABLED ENABLED ENABLED ENABLED 
Along direction 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Auto Tilt OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF 
Yaw stab. Mode OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF 
heading n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
heading filter MEDIUM MEDIUM MEDIUM MEDIUM MEDIUM MEDIUM 
Min Swath Dist 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Enable Scanning Off Off Off Off Off Off 
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EM710 Shallow Backscatter Settings 
 
  BS Cal 1 BS Cal 2 BS Cal 3 BS Cal 4 
Sector Coverage 
Max angle (port) 70 70 70 70 
Max angle (sbtd) 70 70 70 70 
Max Coverage (port) 2000 2000 2000 2000 
Max Coverage (stbd) 2000 2000 2000 2000 
Angular Coverage 











Force Depth n/a n/a n/a n/a 
Min depth (m) 100 100 100 100 
Max depth (m) 500 500 500 500 
Dual swath mode FIXED OFF FIXED OFF 
Ping mode MEDIUM MEDIUM SHALLOW SHALLOW 
FM disable Unchecked Unchecked Unchecked Unchecked 
Transmit Control 
Pitch stabilization ENABLED ENABLED ENABLED ENABLED 
Along direction 0 0 0 0 
Auto Tilt OFF OFF OFF OFF 
Yaw stab. Mode OFF OFF OFF OFF 
heading n/a n/a n/a n/a 
heading filter MEDIUM MEDIUM MEDIUM MEDIUM 
Min Swath Dist 0 0 0 0 
Enable Scanning Off Off Off Off 
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EM710 Very Shallow Backscatter Settings 
 
  BS Cal 1 BS Cal 2 BS Cal 3 BS Cal 4 
Sector Coverage 
Max angle (port) 70 70 70 70 
Max angle (sbtd) 70 70 70 70 
Max Coverage (port) 2000 2000 2000 2000 
Max Coverage (stbd) 2000 2000 2000 2000 
Angular Coverage 











Force Depth n/a n/a n/a n/a 
Min depth (m) 10 10 10 10 
Max depth (m) 200 200 200 200 
Dual swath mode FIXED OFF FIXED OFF 





FM disable Unchecked Unchecked Unchecked Unchecked 
Transmit Control 
Pitch stabilization ENABLED ENABLED ENABLED ENABLED 
Along direction 0 0 0 0 
Auto Tilt OFF OFF OFF OFF 
Yaw stab. Mode OFF OFF OFF OFF 
heading n/a n/a n/a n/a 
heading filter MEDIUM MEDIUM MEDIUM MEDIUM 
Min Swath Dist 0 0 0 0 
Enable Scanning Off Off Off Off 
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Appendix C – Noise Testing 
EM302 Speed Testing Plots 
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EM710 Speed Testing Plots 
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EM302 Azimuth Testing Plots 
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EM710 Azimuth Self Noise Testing Plots 
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Appendix D – BIST Impedance 
EM302 BIST Plots 
EM302 receiver impedance measurements per channel 
 
EM302 receiver transducer impedance measurements per channel. 
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EM302 transmitter acoustic impedances 
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EM302 transmitter acoustic volume flow 
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EM302 transmitter acoustic flow phase differences 
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EM710 BIST Plots 
EM710 receiver impedance measurements per channel 
 
EM710 receiver transducer impedance measurements per channel 
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EM710 transmitter acoustic impedances 
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EM710 transmitter acoustic volume flow 
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EM710 transmitter acoustic flow phase differences 
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Appendix E - Acquisition Logs 
EM302 – 01 –Patch Test Log 
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EM302 – 02 –Deep Accuracy Log
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EM302 – 03 – Deep Backscatter Log 
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EM302 & EM710 – 04 – Transit Upslope Log 
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EM302 – 05 – Shallow Accuracy Log
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EM302 – 06 – Very Shallow Accuracy Log 
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EM302 – 07 – Shallow Backscatter Log 
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EM302 – 08 – Very Shallow Backscatter Log 
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EM302 – 09 – Medium Backscatter Log 
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EM302 & EM710 – 11 – Hudson Canyon Log 
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EM302 – 12 – Seeps Log 
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EM302 – 13 – Andrea Doria Log 
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EM710 – 01 – Patch Test Log 
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EM710 – 05 – Shallow Accuracy Log 
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EM710 – 06 – Very Shallow Accuracy Log 
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EM710 – 07 – Shallow Backscatter Log 
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EM710 – 08 – Very Shallow Backscatter Log 
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EM710 – 09 – Medium Backscatter Log 
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EM710 – 12 – Seeps Log 
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EM710 – 13 - Andrea Doria Log 
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Appendix F – R/V Sikuliaq Coordinate Survey 
NOTE: The survey coordinate results were taken from the IMTEC Group, Ltd. report from October 28, 
2013 (Revision 1).  This report can be downloaded from https://www.sikuliaq.alaska.edu/files/pdf/SQ-
Survey-Report.PDF. 
 
Benchmarks With Respect to Granite Block, Meters 
ITEM Location X Y Z 
ORIGIN Granite Block 0 0 0 
BM1 
On Center - Main Mast, AFT 1.4 M Above 04 
Level 14.076 2.122 -15.228 
BM2 1 Level On Deck STRB Base of AFT Aframe -23.782 5.271 -2.497 
BM3 1 Level AFT Deck STBD -9.83 9.222 -2.387 
BM4 1 Level AFT Deck Port -9.83 -4.906 -2.393 
BM5 
On Center FWD Mast, AFT 5.7 M Above 01 
Level 50.105 2.121 -11.361 
BM6 05 Level STBD Near Base of Antenna 2.6 27.878 6.923 -16.579 
BM7 05 Level Port Near Base of Antenna 2.5 27.879 -2.644 -16.597 
BM8 02 Level, STBD Marks AFT of Centerboard 19.193 9.601 -8.525 
BM9 02 Level, STBD Marks FWD of Centerboard 22.3 9.601 -8.516 
BM10 02 Level, Port Marks FWD of Centerboard 22.3 -5.627 -8.488 
BM11 02 Level, Port Marks AFT of Centerboard 19.192 -5.626 -8.506 
BM12 On Center, 0.25 M Above 04 Level Deck 25.676 2.122 -14.049 
BM13 
03 Level Top of Scientific Control 
Room OutBoard 3.373 9.192 -11.153 
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BM14 
03 Level Top of Scientific Control Room 
Inboard 3.371 5.421 -11.159 
BM15 
On Center Top CB Trunk On Wall 0.75M 
Above 04 Level 22.604 2.122 -14.55 
BM16 
FWD Transducer Room FWD BH 0.7M Above 
Tank Top 27.466 1.308 4.299 
BM17 
FWD Transducer Room AFT BH 0.7M Above 
Tank Top 21.395 1.308 4.299 
BM18 AFT Transducer Room, Port 3.995 0.925 5.041 
BM19 AFT Transducer Room, STBD 3.995 3.328 5.417 
BM20 Upper Laboratory on AFT BH 18.935 -1.328 -12.805 
BM21 No Installation       
BM22 Electronics/Computer Lab 30.384 -0.876 -4.572 
BM23 Electronics/Computer Lab 22.62 -0.877 -4.577 
BM24 Science Hold, Port, .9M Above 1st Platform 1.29 -4.775 -0.706 
BM25 
On Center, Science Hold, 1.7M 
Above 1st Platform -0.537 2.121 -1.484 
BM26 Science Hold, STBD, .9M Above 1st Platform 1.29 9.032 -0.705 
 
Features with Respect to Granite Block, Meters 
FEATURE X Y Z 
12Khz AIRMAR 23.146 3.903 6.042 
150Khz ADCP 26.13 3.994 6.043 
19" SPARE CENTER 23.152 1.503 6.043 
19" SPARE PORT 23.156 0.321 6.041 
19" SPARE STBD 23.149 2.722 6.043 
38 KhZ ADCP 24.88 0.306 6.046 
75 Khz ADCP 25.92 0.102 6.044 
LSE 297 50 Khz 26.131 2.95 6.043 
AFT 19" SPARE TRANSDUCER 4.061 2.566 6.02 
AFT 24" SPARE TRANSDUCER 4.317 1.587 6.019 
AFT SEA CHEST -16.07 1.368 2.899 
CB @ HULL AFT 19.193 2.113 6.024 
CB @ HULL FWD 22.3 2.115 6.049 
FWD SEACHEST 36.912 1.546 5.389 
LSE 297 200 Khz 26.211 0.649 6.044 
EM 302 TX 28.601 2.122 6.04 
EM 302 RX 23.826 2.078 6.043 
STBD ANEMOMETER 15.2 3.761 -25.218 
PORT ANEMOMETER 15.228 0.453 -25.23 
MAG COMPASS 29.862 2.122 -16.596 
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CL TOPAS PS 18 25.078 3.568 6.042 
EM 710 RX 24.54 2.015 6.042 
EM 710TX 25.36 1.141 6.041 
Rapp MRU Top Dead Center 10.262 2.183 0.992 
Kongsberg MRU (Note 4) (Rev 1) 25.459 2.122 -0.884 
MT MRU Top Dead Center 25.251 2.114 -1.073 
Gyrocompass No. 1 Top Dead Ctr 25.744 -0.639 -12.414 
Gyrocompass No. 2 Top Dead Ctr 25.754 0.649 -11.902 
A-Frame Center Sheave (Note 5) -21.036 22.174 -8.832 
LHS Crane Sheave (Note 6) 9.104 8.379 -6.107 
Note (4 -6) see final report Elevation of 20 FT Draftmark, STBD side = -0.324M (Rev 1) 
 
Centerboard Features With Respect to Granite Block Measured at Hull, Meters 
Feature X Y Z 
EK60-70 20.051 2.118 6.03 
12" NPS 150# 
FLANGE 20.525 2.118 6.033 
EK60-120 21.592 1.923 6.039 
EK60-200 21.593 2.305 6.038 
EK60-18 21.158 2.117 6.036 
EK60-38 21.951 2.113 6.04 
 
 
Antenna Location with Respect to Granite Block – Meters 
Number  System/Function  X  Y  Z 
1.1  HF#1 24.098 9.357 -16.654 
1.2  HF#1 30.528 5.258 -16.685 
1.3  HF#2 24.102 -5.125 -16.673 
1.4  HF#2 30.548 -1.017 -16.712 
10.1  DGPS#1 14.076 1.421 -29.115 
10.2  DGPS#2 14.083 0.917 -29.116 
10.3  GcGPS 14.131 1.408 -26.671 
10.4  AIS GPS 14.061 0.919 -26.95 
11.1  INMARSAT C 13.768 0.214 -25.216 
11.2  IRIDIUM 13.548 3.618 -25.7 
12.1  TV AM/FM 21.894 -0.4 -18.091 
2.1  VHF 31.315 4.06 -17.607 
2.2  VHF#1 21.893 3.526 -17.642 
2.3  VHF#2 22.536 -2.778 -17.683 
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2.4  VHF#2 21.908 0.686 -17.657 
2.5  VHF#3 27.449 6.996 -20.891 
2.6  VHF#4 27.543 -2.838 -20.908 
2.7  VHF#5 3.025 9.324 -12.094 
2.8  AIS VHF 31.377 0.3 -17.911 
3.1  UHF 31.32 2.1 -17.64 
4.1  AIRCRAFT 29.558 -3.547 -17.787 
5.1  WX FAX 21.89 -1.607 -17.66 
5.2  NAVTEX 21.886 5.772 -17.65 
6.1  HIGHSEAS NET 25.241 4.921 -17.193 
6.2  FLEET BROADBAND 24.21 -1.526 -19.886 
7.1 
 RADIO DIRECION 
FINDER 16.314 1.614 -25.634 
9.1  GPS 14.994 2.079 -30.395 
9.2  GPS 13.171 2.111 -30.396 
CLS  ANTENNA 25.356 -3.896 -17.921 
S-BAND  RADAR (2) 16.792 2.196 -23.03 
X-BAND  RADAR (2) 16.906 2.139 -21.511 
 (1) Coordinates reported at center of antenna at base unless otherwise noted (2) See Final Report 
Transducer Pitch, Roll, Azimuth 
Feature Azimuth Rotation Pitch Rotation Roll Rotation 
GRANITE BLOCK 0.0782 STBD 0 - 0 - 
EM 302 TX 0.02177 STBD 0.00033 BOW DN 0.13588 STBD UP 
EM302 RX 0.16152 PORT 0.18122 BOW DN 0.0046 STBD Dn 
TOPAS PS 18 0.0277 STBD 0.08273 BOW UP 0.0431 STBD UP 
EM 710 TX 0.17085 STBD 0.04516 BOW UP 0.0324 STBD DN 
EM 710 RX 0.25198 PORT 0.13713 BOW UP 0.0253 STBD UP 
75 Khz ADCP 45.168 STBD 0.15663 BOW UP 0.19704 STBD UP 
150 Khz ADCP 45.12627  STBD 0.11071 BOW DN 0.3189 STBD DN 
LSE 297 50 Khz  -  - 0.47963 BOW UP 0.01129 STBD UP 
LSE 297 200 Khz  -  - 0.25628 BOW UP 0.24442 STBD DN 
12 Khz AIRMAR  -   - 0.02038 BOW DN 0.39776 STBD UP 
Kongsberg MRU (Rev 
1) 1.16847  STBD 0.7287 BOW UP 0.15098 STBD UP 
CENTERBOARD(3) 0.14671 STBD 0.2253 BOW UP 0.30963 STBD DN 
EK60-70(3)  - - 0.71471 BOW DN 0.10646 STBD UP 
EK60-18(3) - - 0.07808 BOW DN 0.24115 STBD UP 
EK60-120(3) - - 1.03124 BOW DN 0.00689 STBD UP 
EK60-200(3) - - 0.8478 BOW DN 0.24212 STBD UP 
EK60-38 (3) - - 0.17435 BOW DN 0.42036 STBD UP 
  (3). Centerboard and Transducer, measured with centerboard flush with hull 
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Appendix G – EM302 Installation Parameters 
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Appendix H – EM710 Installation Parameters 
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Appendix I – EM302 Runtime Parameters 
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Appendix J – EM710 Runtime Parameters 
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Appendix J – SS Andrea Doria Images 
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